INDUSTRY ALLIANCE PARTNER BRIEF: STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
BROCADE AND MCAFEE: NETWORKING AND SECURITY
WITHOUT COMPROMISE
THE CHALLENGE
From across towns to across states, governments are experiencing budget
shortfalls and need to find ways to cut costs while ensuring optimal protection
of their critical network assets.
Because state and local agencies deliver services to a broad array of
constituencies, often on a 24x7 basis, ensuring a secure and reliable network is
mandatory. Regardless of size, state and local governments are challenged with
managing significant volumes of information across multiple networks.
Due to resource and budget constraints, today’s state and local governments
must “do more with less” while facing increasing threats to network security.
State and local governments therefore need a cost-effective solution that
enables them to proactively address network threats without compromising
network performance and reliability.

JOINT SOLUTION
The best-of-breed solution from Brocade® and McAfee delivers the proven
interoperability that critical state and local government environments require,
with the performance and reliability they demand.
Brocade best-in-class solutions help agencies and departments build reliable,
high-performance IP infrastructures, laying the foundation for next-generation
applications. Brocade provides comprehensive, end-to-end IP infrastructure
solutions built on a wire-speed, non-blocking architecture that provides high
levels of reliability, availability, and security in mission-critical government
environments.
From endpoint protection to data protection, to policy creation and enforcement,
McAfee provides government at all levels with the most complete security
portfolio in the industry, along with professional services. McAfee’s solutions
meet the strictest government requirements, including EAL-4+ certification, and
have an unrivaled US-CERT advisory record.
State government organizations and agencies are not immune to cyber criminals,
data security breaches, threats, and attacks. Together, Brocade and McAfee
enable government agencies to protect critical data while creating an end-to-end
infrastructure to support cost-effective security risk management programs.

BENEFITS OF JOINT SOLUTION








Provides a highly scalable, reliable
infrastructure that reduces downtime
and threats against sensitive
government information assets
Ensures protection against sophisticated
zero-day attacks by using real-time
Global Threat Intelligence
Reduces deployment and management
complexity through integrated and
proven interoperable solutions
Satisfies US CERT-mandated threat
protection requirements
Automates workflow and streamlines
security policy requirements through
interlocked systems and network

ABOUT MCAFEE
McAfee Inc., the global leader in intrusion prevention and
risk management, delivers proactive and proven solutions
and services that secure systems and networks around the
world. With its unmatched security expertise and
commitment to innovation, McAfee empowers home users,
businesses, the public sector, and service providers with
the ability to block attacks, prevent disruptions, and
continuously track and improve their security.
www.mcafee.com
Corporate Headquarters
Santa Clara, CA 95054
T: +1-888-847-8766
government@mcafee.com

ABOUT BROCADE
From enterprise data centers to the service provider
core, Brocade (NASDAQ: BRCD) develops extraordinary
networking solutions that connect the world’s most
important information. Delivered directly and through
global partners, these solutions help today’s dataintensive organizations operate more efficiently and
maximize the business value of their data.
www.brocade.com
Corporate Headquarters
San Jose, CA USA
T: +1-408-333-8000
info@brocade.com
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